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Abstract: Wearable technology-supported cloud-based smart health (s-health) has emerged as a
promising answer to increase the efficiency and quality of healthcare as a result of rapid improvements
in Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. However, the issues of data security and privacy preservation
have not been fully resolved. In recent years, ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE),
which was developed as a versatile and potent cryptographic fundamental to accomplish one-to-
many encryption with fine-grained access control, has been seen as a viable answer to the security
issue in the cloud. The attribute values in the access policy, however, are supplied in cleartext in
standard CP-ABE. This will conveniently reveal the data owners’ privacy (patients). Because the
Internet of Things (IoT) in healthcare stores sensitive data in the cloud, security is crucial. The data
must always be accessed via an access key when using traditional encryption techniques. Though
the data cannot be accessed right away in an emergency, this offers greater security. The healthcare
IoT created the break-glass concept to address this. The encryption technique is integrated with the
broken glass idea to offer data protection and simple access in emergency scenarios. The majority
of research papers employ cypher text policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) with the broken
glass idea to secure electronic health records. For improving data accessibility in the smart healthcare
environment, modified cypher text policy attribute-based encryption (MCP-ABE) with the broken
glass (BG) technique is suggested. Greater information security is achieved with this method, but
the access policy is also dependent on keys that are vulnerable to hacking. To analyze the access
policy individually throughout the key generation process, the attribute-based encryption procedure
in this case uses the bloom filter. Information about the access policy is kept intact, which enhances
the security of the keys. To continue serving patients and saving their lives, this modified CP-ABE is
integrated with break glass in the smart healthcare facility. The experimental results demonstrated
that, when compared to the lightweight break-glass procedure, the proposed solution is likewise the
best in terms of decreased overhead. The main benefit of this strategy is that it uses the bloom filter
concept in the MCP-ABE process, which protects the access policy attributes, to ensure that the key
is never compromised. For data access in smart healthcare to preserve patients’ lives, the proposed
MCP-ABE with broken glass is best.
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1. Introduction

The internet and the Internet of Things are the biggest boons to civilization in today’s
world. Both of these methods allow authenticated users and their owners to access their
data remotely. Based on this, the IoT is used in the healthcare sector for the close monitoring
of patients by doctors.

In healthcare IoT, security is a must because it saves confidential data in the cloud.
Traditional encryption algorithms necessitate the use of an access key at all times to access
the data. This provides greater security, but in an emergency, the data cannot be accessed
immediately. To overcome this, the break-glass concept was introduced in healthcare IoT.
In the break-glass (BG) method, the secured data can be accessed only once without any
login credentials. [1] This helps in an emergency, but provoking BG is an important task.
In this section, the techniques used in healthcare IoT for security are discussed. A survey
on techniques used for securing the data in the Internet of Things is discussed in [2]. The
four-phase authentication process is proposed between the server and local processing
unit for securing the data transmission in the body sensor network [3]. A Datagram
transport layer security handshake (DTLS-H) mechanism and session-oriented data access
scheme are proposed in [4]. Here, the DTLS-H is used to create the authentication and
data transmission process between the users in fog computing-based healthcare IoT. This
approach is better in all terms such as security, computation, and storage overhead in data
transferring between users. A survey of security mechanisms used for various applications
in the IoT domain is discussed in [5]. Most of the existing methods in IoT utilized the
two-stage authentication scheme. This approach is not sufficient for third-party storage
data. To overcome this, [6] proposed a biometric-based authentication scheme for each
layer of the IoT process. Here, they utilized a face recognition scheme for data access in
four layers of the IoT process. They combined face recognition with bilinear cryptography
to prevent data leakage in each layer. This approach provides high security compared to
traditional approaches. However, the authenticated user also cannot access data when they
face any accidents or injuries. A session-oriented hash lock and key-based communication
access protocol are proposed in [7]. Here, two types of keys are generated during the
communication between devices: the random key and the session key. The random key is
used for authentication and the session key is used for authenticating the data transmission
and analyzing the presence of intruders in the communication. The hash lock scheme is
used to secure the data during the transmission process. A survey of smart healthcare
management using wearable sensors and IoT is presented in [8]. Here, smart healthcare
architecture, communication protocols, and security issues are discussed. Based on their
survey, the modifications in attribute-based encryption and fully homomorphic encryption
are suitable for improving security in IoT. An end-to-end security mechanism is proposed
for Internet of Things applications [9]. Here, the authentication is performed using the
Advanced Encryption Standard Galois Counter Mode (AES-GCM) 256-bit and one-pass
scheme. The authentication between the base station and users is performed using hash
key generation. A Secure Authentication and Prescription Safety protocol is proposed for
healthcare IoT [10]. Here, efficient elliptical cryptography is proposed for securing data
transmission between all parties, such as nurses, doctors, and patients. This approach
performed well against the attacks, but the symmetric key system with single cryptography
results in data leakage during third-party storage. A survey on data access mechanisms and
attacks in the healthcare environment is discussed in [11]. Based on that, a secured scheme
is proposed for both the cloud and healthcare local data. The Shamir secret sharing scheme
is used in [12] to protect electronic health records. Here, the reconstruction of the record
from shared messages is performed using cloud operators to save computational time and
complexity for both healthcare centers and patients. This approach preserves both time
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and data in smart healthcare IoT. A real or random model is proposed in [13] for generating
the session key for data storage in the cloud. This key is generated after the successful
access of the user’s wearable device to the cloud. This approach performs well on both
the computational and security side for session key protection. In healthcare IoTs, many
techniques are used to encrypt and access data [14]. For accessing the data, depending
on their responsibilities, attribute-based encryption is used. The information is protected
through the group key and it is also transferred and verified through a key matching policy
based on their roles. Surveys of security mechanisms used by wearable devices for storing
information in the cloud are discussed in [15]. It states that most devices utilize a short-term
privacy policy for protecting the data, and this needs to be updated during healthcare
monitoring. The recent techniques used in healthcare IoT and their shortcomings are
discussed in the following section. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights
the techniques combined with the break-glass procedure in smart healthcare units. Section 3
briefly explains the proposed methodology and its security analysis. Section 4 compares
the proposed method performance with the existing lightweight break access. Finally, the
paper is concluded with a summary in Section 4.

2. Proposed Method

In this paper, modified cipher text policy attribute-based encryption (MCP-ABE)
with a break-glass (BG) mechanism is proposed for data access in the smart healthcare
environment. The architecture diagram of the smart healthcare environment is shown in
Figure 1.
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2.1. Architecture Components

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed MCP-ABE-BG in a smart healthcare
system. Here, the following units are essential blocks in the proposed system:

• Authorization center;
• Cloud service provider;
• Healthcare center;
• Patients;
• Emergency contact member;
• Users.

In the authorization center (AC), the user registration and key generation for both
modified CP-ABE and break glass operation is performed. Here, the public key is shared
with all users and the private key is preserved with individual users to access the data based
on their needs. A cloud service provider (CSP) is a storage system used to store patient
information from healthcare centers. The healthcare center (HC) is a smart environment in
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which the devices are interconnected through the internet to read and write the information
to the CSP based on their access level. The patients (P) are the persons who utilize the
resources provided by HC to cure their disease. The emergency contact member is the
first-line helper assigned by the patient to access the encrypted information during an
emergency scenario. Users are doctors, nurses, friends, or relatives of the patients who can
access the data through their access policy for patient welfare.

2.2. Security Model

In this paper, the full security mode of indistinguishable against chosen plaintext
attack is proposed for providing security to the modified CP-ABE. The access policy is also
fully protected in the transmission mode, while in the selective approach, the policies are
protected at the beginning stage only. Hence, the fully secured model is used to preserve the
access policies at all times. The proposed algorithm should satisfy the following conditions
to provide better security for electronic health records. The passwords from AC should
not be accessed or detected by the CSP and HC from the stored information. Even in the
BG process, the enterprise content management system (ECM) stores its password in an
encrypted format to prevent access from CSP and HC.

2.3. MCP-ABE Workflow

Two types of access schemes are used for data retrieval from the cloud. One is normal
access through modified CP-ABE access based on its attributes. The other is the break-glass
access that is provoked during an emergency situation by ECM to save the patient. These
two types of access schemes are explained below.

Dual-Access Scheme

The dual-access scheme is performed through the different processes as follows: setup,
key generation, bloom filter setup, encryption, bloom filter reconstruction, decryption,
break-glass key generation, and extraction, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Dual access.

In MCP-ABE, the users are registered through the authorization center and receive
the secret key (SK). Using the SK, the ciphered electronic health record is obtained from
the cloud service provider (CSP). Here, the secret key cannot be hacked because it is not
combined with the access policy. This will be checked during the bloom filter reconstruction
process. The final decryption of the document is performed using the secret key in the
healthcare unit, as shown in Figure 2.
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During emergencies, the break-glass access is revoked, as shown in Figure 2. Here,
the ECM utilizes the password obtained from the patient to generate the break-glass key.
After generating the break-glass key (BGK), BGK1 and BG2 are used to obtain the cipher
document from CSP or HC, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Break-glass key (BGK) generation.

The BGK and password are used to perform the decryption process, as shown in
Figure 4. By performing this process, the ciphered document is accessed without a primary
user and updates the information during its session period. This helps to save the patient’s
life and keep track of their health conditions continuously.
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2.4. Proposed Method Process

The detailed steps in the proposed MCP-ABE-BG for a smart healthcare environment
are as follows.

2.4.1. Setup

The public key (PK) and master key for the whole operations are generated using the
random parameter q or the attributes. The authorization center performs these operations
using the following parameters. Let A be the total attributes, and maximum length is
denoted by AL. The bloom filter length is BFL and the maximum row size length is RL. The
number of the hash function is denoted by NH. The two cyclic multiplicative groups are
indicated using MG and MG’. The bilinear map for this multiplicative group is as follows:

BM = MG ∗MG′ (1)

For a randomly selected generator ‘G’, the PK and master key (MK) from the setup is
as follows:

MK = Galpha (2)

The public key is given as follows:

PK =
{

G, BM(G, G)alpha, Ga, AL, BFL, RL, r1, r2, . . . rl , H1( ), HNH

}
(3)
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Here, the H indicates the hash functions, r indicates the random group elements from
the attributes, and BM indicates the bilinear matrix.

2.4.2. Secret Key Generation

The secret keys for the electronic health records are generated based on the attributes
mentioned by the users. Here, the secret key SK is generated using public key (PK), master
key (MK), and the attribute set (A). The key (K) generator matrix using generator (G) is as
follows in Equation 4.

K = Ga ∗ Gat (4)

The other attributes such as length and hash functions for generating the secret key
are given in Equations (5)–(7).

L = Gt (5)

Kx = Gt
x, x ∈ A (6)

SK = {K, L, Kx, A}, t ∈ ZP (7)

Here, the term ZP indicates the linear variable to indicate the fine grain access for all
users using linear secret sharing of the master key in MCP-ABE.

2.4.3. Encryption

Encryption is performed after verifying the attributes in the bloom filter process. First
the encryption, and then the bloom filter setup, are run to indicate the selected attributes
from the access policy for the encryption process. The working of this process is given in
the following Algorithms 1 and 2.

The algorithm for encryption is given below.

Algorithm 1: Encryption

Input: Master key MK, Electronic health record (EHR), (MG, ρ), Access matrix MG = l * n
Output: Ciphered EHR (C-EHR)
Begin
Initialize encryption secret S, S ∈ ZP
For i = 1: l

λi = MiV
C− EHR = {C = EHR. BM

′(G,G)alpha∗s
, C′ = Gs[ Ci = gaλi ∗ h−s

ρ(i) ]i = 1 . . . l
End
End

λi is used to localize the selected attributes in the access policy MG. Here, the EHR is
only encrypted and the access policy is not combined with it. It is sent to the CSP through
bloom filter output, as shown in Algorithm 2.

Using the above algorithm, the attribute selection process is performed in the modified
ABE. Using this BF output and the secret key, the data are encrypted in the CSP or HC and
shared among them. The selected attribute is mentioned by indexing through a localization
pointer in an array format.

The whole attribute set is indicated as a vertical row. The attributes selected for
encryption are highlighted through a localization pointer, as shown in Figure 5.
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Algorithm 2: Selected Attributes Using BF

Input: MG, ρ—selected attributes.
Output: BFO
Begin
Selected attributes Ae from (MG, ρ)
BFO create for ‘n’ attributes
For I = 1: n
BFO[i] = 0;
For each e in Ae
R = 1;
S = x;
For i = 1: K (hash function)

K1 = Hi + 1 (Ae)
If BFO[K1] == 0

If R == −1
J = P

Else
Random strings rJ,e produced
ABF [J] == rJ,e
S = S ⊕ ABF [J]
End

Else
S = S ⊕ ABF [J]

End
ABF [S] = S
End
End
For I = 1: n
If BFO [i] == 0

BFO [i] = random number
End
End
End
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2.4.4. Decryption

In the traditional process, the decryption is simple as the ciphered records contain the
access policy. However, the access policy is separated from the ciphered record. Hence, the
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attribute extraction is performed first, and then the decryption process is performed. The
Algorithm 3 for this process are given below.

Algorithm 3: Attribute Extraction Using BF Reconstruction

Input: S—user-selected attributes. BFO—bloom filter output. PK—public key
Output: Mapped attributes ρ’
Begin
For each selected attribute at in S
RS = {0}λ

For i = 1: k
J = Hi + 1 (at)
RS = RS ⊕ ABF [J]
Ae = RS[LSB]
remove lead zeros in Ae
if Ae = at
rn =RS[MSB]
remove lead zeros in rn
End
ρ’= [urn, Ae]

end
end

Here, the attribute mapping is performed using the doctor-selected attributes and the
bloom filter output to identify the row number (rn) in the total attribute set (ae). With these
mapped attributes, the ciphered text is decrypted using the following Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Decryption

Input: Secret key SK, C-EHR, MG, ρ’, K- hash functions
Output: EHR
Begin
If ρ’ is satisfied

s = ∑
i εI

Ci ∗ λi

e′(g, g)as = e′(C′, K)/ ∏
i εI

e′(Ci, L) e′
(

C′, Kρ’(i)

)
EHR = C− EHR/e′(g, g)as

Else
EHR = null value
End

End

Using these two algorithms, the ciphered electronic health records are decrypted.
The decryption cannot be easily performed; this helps to improve the data confidentiality,
compared to the traditional ABE.

2.4.5. Break-Glass Key Generation

Break-glass key generation occurs during the emergency scenario by using the shared
password from patients to ECM. Here, the shared password (PW) helps to generate the
break-glass key using the following Algorithm 5.

Using Algorithm 5, the break-glass keys are generated by the ECM using a shared
password. With these keys, the data can be extracted during emergency times.
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Algorithm 5: Break-Glass Key Generation

Input: shared password PW, linear gain matrix ZP, and generator matrix G.
Output: BGK, BGK1 and BGK2
Begin
Initialize Random value R1, R2 R1, R2 ∈ ZP
Select Break glass Key K and CSP key K1 K, K1 ∈ G
Select theta 1 from ZP

PCSP = G1
theta1

Select theta 2 from ZP
PHC = G2

theta2

Calculate K2 for HC using following equation
K2 = K· 1

K1 · (PCSP·PHC)
r

Calculate key factors for CSP and HC using following equation
CSP = (PCSP)

−2r2· G−r
1

HC = (PHC)
−2r1· G−r

2
Calculate BGK for CSP and HC using following equations

BGK1 = (K1, CSP)
BGK2 = (K2, HC)

End

2.4.6. Break-Glass Key Extraction

In this, the ECM sends a break-glass request to CSP or HC. Once this request is sent,
the password for CSP and HC from Algorithm 5 is sent to the ECM. The ECM performs the
operations in Algorithm 6 to extract the final key.

Algorithm 6: Break-Glass Key Extraction

Input: PCSP, PHC, patient identiy, PW and other parameters used from CSP and HC
Output: BGK
Begin
Select s from ZP
Calculate R using

R = H1(patient identiy, PW)
Calculate r1 and r2

r1 = (PCSP)
R · G−s

1
r2 = (PHC)

R · G−s
2

From r1 and r2 calculate bgk1 and bgk2
bgk1 = K1·(R1·r1)theta 1 in CSP
bgk2 = K2·(R2·r2)theta 2 in HC
Final BGK is as follows

BGK = ( bgk1·bgk2)· (PCSP·PHC)
−s

End

From this algorithm, the break-glass key for extracting the ciphered EHR is obtained,
and it is decrypted on the destination side. Using this process, the MCP-ABE-BG is
implemented in a smart healthcare IoT system.

2.5. Security Analysis

For security analysis, ABE is used, which is the best encryption algorithm, as plain
text cannot be accessed. At the most, the access policy is verified using a bloom filter, which
makes it difficult for the hacker to determine the attributes for access. This improves the
confidentiality of the data.

During break-glass access, the auxiliary message can only be viewed by either the
CSP or the HC. The BGK is utilized for the retrieval of data from the CSP. The original
data can be decrypted only by using an encapsulated password on the destination side.
This mechanism protects the integrity of the data in emergency cases as well. Hence, in
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this approach, in both the access schemes, the confidential data cannot be viewed, which
provides the safe healthcare IoT with emergency access to save the patient’s life.

3. Results and Discussion

In this, the proposed method is implemented using PBC with A-elliptic curve cryp-
tography under a Windows 10 environment. The proposed method is evaluated using the
following two terms:

• Communication overhead;
• Computational overhead.

These two metrics are analyzed for the proposed method and the process is compared with
the existing lightweight break-glass access (LIBAC) and multi-authority MCP-ABE-BG approach.

3.1. Computational Overhead

In computational overhead, the execution time for generating the key, encrypting
and decrypting the information, and the time taken for the break-glass key process is
compared with the existing lightweight break-glass access (LIBAC) and multi-authority
MCP-ABE-BG, as shown in the following figures.

3.1.1. Key Generation

Figure 6 shows the comparison of key generation time for different access schemes. It
is observed that the time for generating keys increased concerning attributes. However, in
multi-authority and attribute-based encryption, the key generation is four times higher than
the proposed MCP-ABE-BG for 100 attributes. This shows that the proposed MCP-ABE-BG
requires 0.8 s less to generate a key with 100 attributes.
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3.1.2. Encryption

Figure 7 shows the comparison of encryption generation for different access schemes.
It is observed that the time for generating keys increased concerning attributes. However,
in multi-authority and attribute-based encryption, the encryption time is nine times higher
than the proposed MCP-ABE-BG for 100 attributes. This shows that the proposed MCP-
ABE-BG requires 0.02 s less to encrypt the data with the generated key for 100 attributes.
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3.1.3. Decryption

Figure 8 shows the comparison of encryption generation for different access schemes.
It is observed that the time for generating keys increased concerning attributes. Multi-
authority and attribute-based encryption requires a longer time for decryption than the
proposed MCP-ABE-BG for 100 attributes. This shows that the proposed MCP-ABE-BG
utilizes the same amount of time as encryption for 100 attributes.
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3.1.4. Break-Glass Approach

In lightweight break-glass, the ECM requires 0.021S for performing the complete
decryption with two hash functions. However, in the proposed method, the complete
break glass process is performed within 0.018 s. This shows that the proposed MCP-
ABE-BG requires minimal computational time compared to the multi-authority multi-ABE
and lightweight break-glass approach. Therefore, the proposed method MCP-ABE-BG is
computationally effective for the smart healthcare environment.

3.2. Communication Overhead

The sizes of the public key, private key, cipher text, and break key for the proposed
method are compared with the existing lightweight break-glass access (LIBAC) and multi-
authority MCP-ABE-BG, as shown in the following figures.

3.2.1. Public Key

Figure 9 shows the comparison of public key sizes using different access mechanisms.
In LIBAC and MCP-ABE-BG, the public key size maintains a constant value of 0.256 kB
and 0.896 kB, respectively, for all attributes. However, in the proposed MCP-ABE-BG, the
key size, at both lower and higher attributes, is only 0.198 kB, which is minimal compared
to the other two approaches.
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3.2.2. Private Key

Figure 10 shows that private key size increases along with the increase in attributes
in all the approaches. However, in LIBAC and the proposed MCP-ABE-BG, the private
key size is minimal as compared the MCP-ABE-BG approach. Especially notable, the
proposed method’s private key size is four times smaller than the MCP-ABE-BG key size
for 100 attributes. This shows that the bloom filter helps to reduce the key size effectively.
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3.2.3. Cipher Text

Figure 11 shows the comparison of cipher text size for different access. In the MCP-
ABE-BG approach, the cipher text size is linearly increased due to the increased private
key size for attributes. However, in the proposed MCP-ABE-BG, the cipher text size is nine
times the minimum of the MCP-ABE-BG approach and its size is 4% of the minimum of
the LIBAC approach. This shows that the proposed approach requires less storage space in
the cloud for saving protected electronic health records compared to other approaches.
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3.2.4. Break-Glass Approach

In lightweight break-glass, the ECM generates a key measuring 0.256 kB for both public
and private key processes. In multi-authority MCP-ABE-BG, break-glass access is not imple-
mented. However, in the proposed method, the break-glass key size is reduced to 0.198 kB due
to the bloom filter operation. This shows that the proposed MCP-ABE-BG requires minimum
storage size compared to the multi-authority multi-ABE and lightweight break-glass approach.
Therefore, the proposed method MCP-ABE-BG is computationally effective and requires less
space for secure data transmission in the smart healthcare environment.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a secured and dual-access scheme for the smart healthcare environment
is proposed. Here, the modified CP-ABE is used during the normal data access period.
The information is highly secured as compared to the traditional ABE because the access
policy is verified using the bloom filter process instead of the tied access policy in the
key generation and verification process. In emergency mode, the ECM can retrieve the
information through the break-glass key from the shared password by patients. The
experimental results show that the proposed approach is also best in terms of reduced
overhead, compared to the lightweight break-glass protocol. The major advantage of this
approach is that the key is not leaked at any stage, as it utilizes the bloom filter concept
in the MCP-ABE process, which preserves the access policy and attributes. Therefore, the
proposed MCP-ABE with break-glass is best for data access in smart healthcare to save
patients’ lives.

In the future, the proposed method can be improved by modifying the sharing scheme
to limit the number of shares for the public key and extraction process.
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